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At DornerWorks we know that you
want to be a market leader.
In order to do that, you need
technology to make your products
better. The problem is, technology
development is challenging, which can
make you feel stuck and stressed out.
We believe you deserve for your
product to be its best.
We also understand that you care
about your products - we do too, which
is why our 95+ engineers can guide
you to success, like they've helped
dozens of other companies like yours,
every year.

With guidance from DornerWorks, you
can stop worrying about wasting time
and money on products that don't work
the way you want them to (or don't
work at all), and instead, break free
from the stress of a never-ending
workweek, focus on your customers,
and build products that dominate the
market.
Based in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
DornerWorks has been rapidly growing
since it was founded in 2000, helping
accelerate product development in the
Aerospace & Defense, Automotive,
Medical, and Internet of Things (IoT)
markets.

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

95
Aerospace projects may involve up to a quarter of
the total DornerWorks engineering staff

ECONOMIC
IMPACTS
OF
YOUR
COMPANY
BEING
IN
MICHIGAN
"Being based in Michigan, DornerWorks serves aerospace companies like GE Aviation, Parker
Aerospace, Woodward and Eaton. Drawing graduates from Grand Valley State University,
Calvin College, the University of Michigan, Michigan State University, Michigan Tech
University, Western Michigan University, and other established engineering school in the
area, DornerWorks has marked continuous growth for the last few years. We foster active
relationships with these schools by sponsoring senior projects, training new engineers
through Co-Op and intern programs, and hiring new graduates."
"DornerWorks also works actively with local aerospace and industry groups like the
Aerospace Industry Association of Michigan (AIAM), The Right Place, Michigan Economic
Development Corporation (MEDC), Michigan Defense Center (MDC), National Defense
Industrial Association (NDIA), and others."

GREATEST
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
"In recent years, DornerWorks has successfully performed on several Small Business

Innovation Research contracts, implementing state-of-the-art embedded software in
products for organizations like DARPA, NASA, the US Army, and US Navy."
"DornerWorks is also working on projects at the forefront of NASA's future space travel
plans, including developing the safety-critical networking platform space travelers aboard
the Orion missions to the moon and Mars will use to stay connected to colleagues and loved
ones on Earth."
"However, one of the most valuable features of the company from our customers' point of
view is the fact that DornerWorks is a "one-stop-shop". The breadth of experience our
various departments bring to each project is joined with a cohesiveness that might not
otherwise be found in a single design company."
"In the midst of nearly two decades of sustained growth, DornerWorks is proud of the fact
that we have maintained a fun and innovative small business culture where popular oncampus group activities are hosted monthly and staff members organize extracurricular
events like softball leagues, 5K runs, and cycling trips."

